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Braid group actions and tensor products for
Yangians
Yilan Tan
Abstract
We introduce a braid group action on l-tuple of rational functions for the
finite-dimensional representations of Yangians Y (g), where g is a complex sim-
ple Lie algebra. It provides an efficient way to compute certain polynomials
which allows us to provide a finite set of numbers at which the tensor product
of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules of Yangians may fail to be cyclic.
Key words: Yangians; braid group action; tensor product; cyclic condition.
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1 Introduction
Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra of rank l. For each g, there exists a
Hopf algebra Y (g), called the Yangian of g, which is a deformation of the universal
enveloping algebra of the current algebra g[t]. For each l-tuple of polynomials π =(
π1(u), . . . , πl(u)
)
, Drinfeld showed in [9] that there exists a unique finite-dimensional
irreducible representation V (π) of the Yangian Y (g). If there exists an i ∈ I =
{1, . . . , l} such that πi(u) =
(
u− a
)(
u− (a+ 1)
)
. . .
(
u− (a+m− 1)
)
and πj(u) = 1
for j 6= i, then V (π) is called the Kirillov-Reshetikhin module. In this case, π is
denoted by π
(i)
a,m. In particular, when m = 1, V (π) is called an i-th fundamental
representation, denoted by Va(ωi), and the l-tuple of polynomials is denoted by πi,a.
When g = sl2, V (π) can be realized as a tensor product of Kirillov-Reshetikhin
modules [6]. For g 6= sl2, the structure of V (π) is less clear. Chari and Pressley showed
in [5] that V (π) is a sub-quotient of a tensor product of fundamental representations
Va1(ωb1)⊗ Va2(ωb2)⊗ . . .⊗ Vak(ωbk), where the tensor factors may take any order. In
the context of quantum affine algebras Uq(gˆ), the irreducibility of the tensor product
of fundamental representations has been studied by many authors who used a variety
of methods [1, 10, 12, 14, 19]. This question was generalized by Chari [4], who gave a
concrete irreducibility condition for a tensor product of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules
of quantum affine algebras. We note that determining certain polynomials is the
key to giving an irreducibility condition for the aforementioned tensor product and
Chari connected it with defining a braid group action on the set of l-tuple of rational
functions.
Adopting the methods in the Chari’s paper, we provided an analogous concrete
irreducibility condition for the tensor product of fundamental representations of Y (g)
[16, 17], where g is either of classical type or of type G2. Since there is no analo-
gous braid group action available for Yangians at that time, we computed certain
polynomials using some of the defining relations of Y (g). In practice, it is tedious to
compute certain polynomials in the same way when g is an exceptional simple Lie
algebra of type either E or F , which is why we had not obtained an irreducibility
condition in these cases at that moment. This motivated us to introduce a braid
group action for Yangians.
We would like to mention here that it has been established by Varagnolo [18]
that together with results of Nakajima [15], Y (g) and Uq(gˆ) has the same finite-
dimensional representation theory. The applications of quiver varieties is essential in
these papers. More recently, Gautam and Valerio Toledano [11] provided an equiv-
alence of meromorphic braided tensor categories, where the Yangians and quantum
affine algebras endowed with the deformed Drinfeld coproducts. The aim of this pa-
per is to give an independent proof of a cyclicity condition for a tensor product (the
2
standard coproduct) of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules of Yangians.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the Yangian Y (g) and its finite-
dimensional representations are summerized. In Section 3, we define a braid group
action on the set of l-tuple of rational functions over complex numbers and show that
the action is well defined. In Section 4, we show in Proposition 4.5 that the eigenvalues
of hi(u) on an extremal vector is governed by the braid group action defined in Section
3. Using this, one can find a cyclicity condition for the tensor product of finite-
dimensional irreducible representations of Y (g). In Section 5, we make this cyclicity
condition explicit when the finite-dimensional irreducible representations are Kirillov-
Reshetikhin modules. To conclude, we provide the structure of local Weyl modules
of Y (g), where g is simple Lie algebra of type either E or F .
2 Yangians and their representations
In this section, we recall the definition of the Yangian Y (g) and some results
concerning its finite-dimensional representations.
Definition 2.1. Let g be a simple Lie algebra over C with rank l and let A = (aij)i,j∈I,
where I = {1, 2, . . . , l}, be its Cartan matrix. Let D = diag (d1, . . . , dl), di ∈ N, such
that d1, d2, . . . , dl are co-prime and DA is symmetric. The Yangian Y (g) is defined to
be the associative algebra with generators x±i,r, hi,r, i ∈ I, r ∈ Z≥0, and the following
defining relations:
[hi,r, hj,s] = 0, [hi,0, x
±
j,s] = ± diaijx
±
j,s, [x
+
i,r, x
−
j,s] = δi,jhi,r+s,
[hi,r+1, x
±
j,s]− [hi,r, x
±
j,s+1] = ±
1
2
diaij
(
hi,rx
±
j,s + x
±
j,shi,r
)
,
[x±i,r+1, x
±
j,s]− [x
±
i,r, x
±
j,s+1] = ±
1
2
diaij
(
x±i,rx
±
j,s + x
±
j,sx
±
i,r
)
,∑
pi
[x±i,rpi(1) , [x
±
i,rpi(2)
, . . . , [x±i,rpi(m) , x
±
j,s] · · · ]] = 0, i 6= j,
for all sequences of non-negative integers r1, . . . , rm, where m = 1− aij and the sum
is over all permutations π of {1, . . . , m}.
For the simplicity, we denote the generators of Y (sl2) by x
±
k and hk. In Y (g), for
a fixed i ∈ I, {x±i,r, hi,r|r ≥ 0} generates a subalgebra Yi of Y (g) and the assignments√
di
di
k+1x
±
i,k → x
±
k and
1
di
k+1hi,k → hk define an isomorphism from Yi to Y (sl2). We
denote by ∆Yi and ∆Y (g) the coproducts of Yi and Y (g), respectively. Let Y
± and
H be the subalgebras of Y (g) generated by the x±α,k, for all positive roots α, and
3
hi,k for all i ∈ I and k ∈ Z≥0, respectively. Set N± =
∑
i,k x
±
i,kY
±. Let hi(u) =
1 + hi,0u
−1 + hi,1u−2 + . . . and Hi(u) =
∞∑
k=0
Hi,ku
−k−1 := ln
(
hi(u)
)
.
Lemma 2.2 (Corollary 1.5, [13]).
[Hi,k, x
±
j,l] =± diaijx
±
j,l+k ±
∑
0≤s≤k−2
k+s even
2s−k(diaij)k+1−s
(
k+1
s
)
k + 1
x±j,l+s.
It has been established that Y (g) has a Hopf algebra structure. The coproduct of
Y (g), however, is not given explicitly in terms of the generators x±i,r and hi,r. Chari
and Pressley proved the following proposition which is enough for our purpose.
Proposition 2.3 (Proposition 2.8, [5]).
Denote Y (g) by Y . Modulo Y ≡ (N−Y ⊗ Y N+)
⋂
(Y N− ⊗N+Y ), we have
(i) ∆Y (g)
(
x+i,k
)
≡ x+i,k ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ x
+
i,k +
k∑
j=1
hi,j−1 ⊗ x+i,k−j,
(ii) ∆Y (g)
(
x−i,k
)
≡ x−i,k ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ x
−
i,k +
k∑
j=1
x−i,k−j ⊗ hi,j−1,
(iii) ∆Y (g) (hi,k) ≡ hi,k ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ hi,k +
k∑
j=1
hi,j−1 ⊗ hi,k−j.
We are in the position to introduce the finite-dimensional highest weight repre-
sentations. In [9], Drinfeld gave the following classification of the finite-dimensional
irreducible representations of Y (g).
Theorem 2.4.
(i) Every irreducible finite-dimensional representation of Y (g) is highest weight.
(ii) The irreducible representation L (µ) is finite-dimensional if and only if there
exists an l-tuple of polynomials π =
(
π1(u), . . . , πl(u)
)
such that
πi (u+ di)
πi (u)
= 1 +
∞∑
k=0
µi,ku
−k−1,
in the sense that the right-hand side is the Laurent expansion of the left-hand
side about u =∞. The polynomials πi (u) are called Drinfeld polynomials.
Note that every finite-dimensional highest-weight representation is also a lowest
weight representation and vice-versa. The following lemma is an analogue of Lemma
4.2 in [4]. The proof has been omitted as it is similar to the proof of that Lemma.
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Lemma 2.5. Let V and W be two finite-dimensional highest weight representations
of Y (g) with lowest and highest weight vectors v− and w+, respectively. Then v− ⊗
w+generates V ⊗W .
We now turn our attention to the representation theory of Y (sl2). Denote by
Vm(a) the finite-dimensional irreducible representation of Y (sl2) associated to the
Drinfeld polynomial
(
u−a
)(
u−(a1+1)
)
. . .
(
u−(a+m−1)
)
. Vm(a) is called evaluation
representation of Y (sl2); as a sl2-module, Vm(a) is isomorphic to the highest weight
sl2-module with highest weight m.
Proposition 2.6 (Proposition 3.5,[6]). For any m ≥ 1, Vm(a) has a basis
{w0, w1, . . . , wm} on which the action of Y (sl2) is given by
x+k ws = (s+ a)
k(s+ 1)ws+1, x
−
k ws = (s+ a− 1)
k(m− s+ 1)ws−1,
hkws =
(
(s+ a− 1)ks(m− s+ 1)− (s+ a)k(s+ 1)(m− s)
)
ws.
Call that a polynomial P is in general position with respect to another polynomial
Q if for any root t of Q and any root s of P , we have t− s 6= 1. The following lemma
is from paraphrasing Corollary 3.8 [6].
Lemma 2.7. Let P1, P2, . . . , Pm be polynomials, and let V (Pi) be the irreducible high-
est weight representation whose Drinfeld polynomial is Pi. If Pj is in general position
with respect to Pi (i < j), then V (P1) ⊗ V (P2) ⊗ . . . ⊗ V (Pm) is a highest weight
Y (sl2)-module.
We close this section by introducing the local Weyl module W (π) of Y (g). It has
been established that the category of finite-dimensional representations of Y (g) is not
semi-simple. Therefore, it is not enough to just study its irreducible representations.
In [8], the notion of local Weyl modules for classical and quantum affine algebra
was introduced, and we extended this notion for Yangians [16]. The local Weyl
module W (π) has a nice universal property: any finite-dimensional highest weight
representation of Y (g) associated to π is a quotient of W (π).
Definition 2.8. Let πi (u) =
mi∏
j=1
(u− ai,j) and π =
(
π1(u), π2(u), . . . , πl(u)
)
. The
local Weyl module W (π) for Y (g) is defined as the module generated by a highest
weight vector wpi that satisfies the following relations:
x+i,kwpi = 0,
(
x−i,0
)mi+1wpi = 0, (hi (u)− πi (u+ di)
πi (u)
)
wpi = 0.
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We showed in Theorem 3.8 of [16] that Dim
(
W (π)
)
≤ Dim
(
W (λpi)
)
, where
λpi =
l∑
i=1
miλi and W (λpi) is the local Weyl module of the corresponding current
algebra. The structure of the local Weyl modules of Y (g) was provided in Theorem
5.23 of [16], where g is classical, and Theorem 2 [17], where g is the simple Lie algebra
of type G2. In the end of this paper, we will provide the structure of the local Weyl
module of Y (g), when g is of type E or F .
3 Braid group action
Let B be the braid group associated to g, which is the group generated by elements
Ti (i ∈ I) with defining relations:
TiTj = TjTi, if aij = 0,
TiTjTi = TjTiTj , if aijaji = 1,
(TiTj)
2 = (TjTi)
2, if aijaji = 2,
(TiTj)
3 = (TjTi)
3, if aijaji = 3,
where i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l}. If w = sr1sr2 . . . srp is a reduced expression of w, then
denote Tr1Tr2 . . . Trp by Tw.
Recall that πi,a is the l-tuple of polynomials in u such that πi(u) = u − a and
πj(u) = 1. Let P be the set of l-tuple of rational functions in u. Then P is a group
with generators πi,a. We now define an action of a braid group of g on P.
Proposition 3.1. let P =
(
P1(u), P2(u), · · · , Pl(u)
)
∈ P and w = sr1sr2 . . . srp be a
reduced expression of w. The following formulas define an action of the braid group
B of g on P: Tw(P ) = Tr1
(
Tr2
(
. . . Trp(P )
))
and Tj(P ) is defined by,(
Tj(P )
)
i
= Pi(u), if aij = 0,(
Tj(P )
)
i
= Pi(u)Pj(u−
di
2
), if aij = −1,(
Tj(P )
)
i
= Pi(u)Pj(u− 1)Pj(u), if aij = −2,(
Tj(P )
)
i
= Pi(u)Pj(u−
3
2
)Pj(u−
1
2
)Pj(u+
1
2
), if aij = −3,
(Tj(P ))j =
1
Pj(u− dj)
.
Proof. We first claim that it is enough to prove this proposition for P = πi,a. Let P
and Q be two l-tuple of rational functions in u. Suppose ai,j = −2. Then
(
Tj(P )
)
i
=
6
Pi(u)Pj(u− 1)Pj(u).(
Tj(PQ)
)
i
= (PQ)i(u)(PQ)j(u− 1)(PQ)j(u)
=
(
(P )i(u)(Q)i(u)
)(
(P )j(u− 1)(Q)j(u− 1)
)(
(P )j(u)(Q)j(u)
)
=
(
(P )i(u)(P )j(u− 1)(P )j(u)
)(
(Q)i(u)(Q)j(u− 1)(Q)j(u)
)
=
(
Tj(P )Tj(Q)
)
i
.
For the other cases, the proofs are similar.
Note that Tm(πi,a) = πi,a if i 6= m. We next compute Ti(πi,a). In what following,
we may assume that j = i + 1 and understand πl+1,a = π0,a = 1 for any a ∈ C.
Without loss of generality, we use the Cartan matrix as in [3]. We claim:
(i) If aijaji = 1, Ti(πi,a) = πi−1,a+ di
2
π−1i,a+diπi+1,a+ di
2
and Ti+1(πi+1,a) = πi,a+ di
2
π−1i,a+diπ,
where either π = π
i+2,a+
di+2
2
if ai+2,i+1 = −1 or π = πi+2,a+1πi+2,a if ai+2,i+1 =
−2.
(ii) If aijaji = 2,
(a) If aij = −1, then Ti(πi,a) = πi−1,a+ di−1
2
π−1i,a+2πi+1,a+1πi+1,a and Tj(πj,a) =
π
j−1,a+ di
2
π−1j,a+1πj+1,a+ dj+1
2
.
(b) If aij = −2, then the only case is g is of type C and i = l − 1 and j = l.
Tl−1(πl−1,a) = πl−2,a+ 1
2
π−1l−1,a+1πl,a+1 and Tl(πl,a) = πl−1,a+1πl−1,aπ
−1
l,a+2.
(iii) If aijaji = 3, then g = G2, i = 1 and j = 2. T1(π1,a) = π
−1
1,a+3π2,a+ 3
2
π2,a+ 1
2
π2,a− 1
2
and T2(π2,a) = π1,a+ 3
2
π−12,a+1.
Then it is easy to check that this action is well defined with respect to the defining
relations of the Braid group; we omit the details.
4 Main results
The subalgebra generated by x±i,0 and hi,0, i ∈ I, is isomorphic to the universal
enveloping algebra U(g), hence V := V (π) can be viewed as a U(g)-module with
highest weight λpi =
∑
i∈I
Deg(πi)ωi. The weight subspace Vλpi is one-dimensional and
spanned by a highest weight vector v+ of V . Let w = sr1sr2 . . . srp be a reduced
expression of w in the Weyl group W of g, where sri be a simple reflection. Suppose
srj+1srj+2 . . . srp(λpi) = mjωrj +
∑
n 6=rj
cnωn. Then set
vw(λpi) =
(
x−r1,0
)m1 (x−r2,0)m2 . . .(x−rp,0)mp v+.
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In particular, when w = w0, vw0(λpi) = v
−, where w0 is the longest element in W and
v− is a lowest weight vector of V . It is well known that the weight space Vw(λpi) of
weight w(λpi) is one dimensional spanned by an extremal vector vw(λpi) and hi,k acts
on vw(λpi) by a scalar µik,w [5]. Denote by µi,w(u) the formal series 1+
∑
k∈Z≥0
µik,wu
−k−1
and set ∆+w = {α ∈ ∆
+ : w−1(α) ∈ −∆+}, where ∆+ is denoted the set of positive
root as the convention.
Lemma 4.1 (Remark 3.1, [5]). There exists a polynomial Pi,w(u) such that
µi,w(u) =
{
Pi,w(u+di)
Pi,w(u)
, if αi /∈ ∆
+
w;
Pi,w(u)
Pi,w(u+di)
, if αi ∈ ∆
+
w.
Let V be a finite-dimensional highest weight representation of Y (sl2) whose as-
sociated polynomial is π. Let v+ and v− be highest and lowest weight vectors of V ,
respectively. It follows from Lemma 4.1 that
Corollary 4.2. h(u)v− = pi(u−1)
pi(u)
v−.
Define σj := srj+1srj+2 . . . srp and vσj(λpi) :=
(
x−rj+1,0
)mj+1 (
x−rj+2,0
)mj+2
. . .
(
x−rp,0
)mp
v+.
Lemma 4.3. Yrj
(
vσj(λpi)
)
is a highest weight representation of Yrj .
Proof. Suppose that x+rj ,0vσj(λpi) 6= 0, then σj(λpi) + αrj is a weight of V . Thus
λpi+σ
−1
j (αrj ) is a weight which does not precede λpi, which implies that σ
−1
j (αrj) is a
negative root. However, ℓ(srjσj) = ℓ(σj) + 1, hence σ
−1
j (αrj ) is a positive root, so we
have a contradiction. Thus x+rj ,0vσj(λpi) = 0. Since the weight space of weight σj(λpi)
is 1-dimensional and H is a commutative subalgebra of Y (g), hrj ,svσj(λpi) = cj,svσj(λpi),
where cj,s ∈ C. Thus Yrj
(
vσj(λpi)
)
is a highest weight representation of Yrj .
The coming lemma was proved in [16] and [17].
Lemma 4.4. Let v+ be a highest weight representation of j-th fundamental repre-
sentation Wa(ωj) of Y (g). The associated polynomial Pi,sj(u) is listed as following:
(i) Pi,sj(u) = 1 if aij = 0.
(ii) Pi,sj(u) = u− (a+
di
2
) if aij = −1.
(iii) Pi,sj(u) =
(
u− (a + 1)
)(
u− a
)
if aij = −2.
(iv) Pi,sj(u) =
(
u− (a + 3
2
)
)(
u− (a + 1
2
)
)(
u− (a− 1
2
)
)
if aij = −3.
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Let l(w) be the length of w ∈ W. Suppose l(siw) = l(w) + 1. It follows from
Lemma 4.3 that hi(u)vw(λpi) = µi,w(u)vw(λpi). In the next proposition, we show that
the eigenvalues µi,w(u) is determined by the braid group action on π.
Proposition 4.5. µi,w(u) =
(
Tw(pi)
)
i
(u+di)(
Tw(pi)
)
i
(u)
.
Proof. We proceed by induction on l(w). If l(w) = 0, the claim is true since
Tw(π) = π. Suppose that l(w) = 1, say w = sj. Since the weight space Vsj(λpi)
is 1-dimensional, we may assume that vsj(λpi) = (x
−
j,0)
mjv+ 6= 0. We are going to
compute the eigenvalues µik,w of hi,k on the weight vector (x
−
j,0)
mjv+. Recall that
Hi(u) =
∞∑
k=0
Hi,ku
−k−1 := ln
(
hi(u)
)
. Denote
mj−1∑
r=0
(x−j,0)
rx−j,s(x
−
j,0)
mj−r−1v+ by Es and
mj−1∑
r=0
(x−j,0)
r[Hi,k, x
−
j,0](x
−
j,0)
mj−r−1v+ by Fk. Note that
Hj,k(x
−
j,0)
mjv+ = (x−j,0)
mjHj,kv
+ + [Hj,k, (x
−
j,0)
mj ]v+
= (x−j,0)
mjHj,kv
+ +
mj−1∑
r=0
(x−j,0)
r[Hj,k, x
−
j,0](x
−
j,0)
mj−r−1v+.
Therefore,
mj−1∑
r=0
(x−j,0)
r[Hj,k, x
−
j,0](x
−
j,0)
mj−r−1v+ = Hj,k(x−j,0)
mjv+ − (x−j,0)
mjHj,kv
+. De-
note Hj,k(x
−
j,0)
mjv+ − (x−j,0)
mjHj,kv
+ by Gk.
We show next that Fk =
k∑
t=0
ctGt and each ct does not depend on mj . By Lemma
2.2, suppose that [Hi,k, x
−
j,0] =
k∑
s=0
ak,sx
−
j,s and [Hj,k, x
−
j,0] =
k∑
s=0
bk,sx
−
j,s, where bk,k 6= 0.
Then Fk =
k∑
s=0
ak,sEs and Gk =
k∑
s=0
bk,sEs. We note that the values of ak,s and bk,s do
not depend on mj . It is clear that Es =
s∑
t=0
b′s,tGt. In particular, the values of b
′
s,t do
not depend on mj .
Fk =
k∑
s=0
ak,sEs =
k∑
s=0
ak,s
( s∑
t=0
b′s,tGt
)
=
k∑
t=0
ctGt.
Since the coefficient ct is only depends on both ak,s and b
′
s,t, the coefficient ct does
not change the values with respect to mj (the exact values of ct are irrelevant here).
Suppose aij = −1. Consider the case when V = Wa(ωj) in this paragraph. In
this case, πj(u) = u− a and mj = 1. By Lemma 4.4,
[hi(u), x
−
j,0]v
+ = hi(u)x
−
j,0v
+ =
1− (a+ di
2
− di)u
−1
1− (a + di
2
)u−1
x−j,0v
+.
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Recall that Hi(u) = ln(hi(u)). Then
[Hi(u), x
−
j,0]v
+ =
(
ln
(
1− (a−
di
2
)u−1
)
− ln
(
1− (a+
di
2
)u−1
))
x−j,0v
+.
Therefore, by comparing the coefficient of u−k−1 both sides of the above equality,
Fk = [Hi,k, x
−
j,0]v
+ =
1
k + 1
(
(a +
di
2
)k+1 − (a−
di
2
)k+1
)
x−j,0v
+.
On the other hand, we have hj(u)v
+ =
u−(a−dj)
u−a v
+ and hj(u)x
−
j,0v
+ =
u−(a+dj)
u−a x
−
j,0v
+.
Then
Gt = Hj,tx
−
j,0v
+ − x−j,0Hj,tv
+ =
1
t + 1
(
(a− dj)
t+1 − (a+ dj)
t+1
)
x−j,0v
+.
Since Fk =
k∑
t=0
ctGt, by comparing their coefficients of x
−
j,0v
+ both sides, we obtain:
1
k + 1
(
(a+
di
2
)k+1 − (a−
di
2
)k+1
)
=
k∑
t=0
ct
t + 1
(
(a− dj)
t+1 − (a+ dj)
t+1
)
. (4.1)
Now, suppose πj(u) =
mj∏
s=1
(u − as) for mj ≥ 2. Thus hj(u)v
+ =
mj∏
s=1
u−(as−dj)
u−as v
+
and hj(u)
(
x−j,0
)mjv+ = mj∏
s=1
u−(as+dj)
u−as
(
x−j,0
)mjv+, then
Hj(u)v
+ =
mj∑
s=1
(
ln
(
1− (as − dj)u
−1)− ln (1− asu−1))v+
and
Hj(u)(x
−
j,0)
mjv+ =
mj∑
s=1
(
ln
(
1− (as + dj)u
−1)− ln (1− asu−1))(x−j,0)mjv+.
Therefore,
Gt = Hj,k(x
−
j,0)
mjv+−(x−j,0)
mjHj,kv
+ =
mj∑
s=1
1
t+ 1
(
(as−dj)
t+1−(as+dj)
t+1
)
(x−j,0)
mjv+.
Fk =
k∑
t=0
ctGt
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=k∑
t=0
( ct
t + 1
mj∑
s=1
(
(as − dj)
t+1 − (as + dj)
t+1
))
(x−j,0)
mjv+
=
mj∑
s=1
( k∑
t=0
ct
t+ 1
(
(as − dj)
t+1 − (as + dj)
t+1
))
(x−j,0)
mjv+
=
mj∑
s=1
1
k + 1
(
(as +
di
2
)k+1 − (as −
di
2
)k+1
)
(x−j,0)
mjv+.
(
by (4.1)
)
Note that the coefficient of (x−j,0)
mjv+ in the above computation equals the coefficient
of u−k−1 in
mj∑
s=1
ln
(
1−(as− di2 )u−1
1−(as+ di2 )u−1
)
. Thus
mj∑
r=0
(x−j,0)
r[Hi(u), x
−
j,0](x
−
j,0)
mj−r−1v+ = ln
( mj∏
s=1
1− (as −
di
2
)u−1
1− (as +
di
2
)u−1
)
(x−j,0)
mjv+.
Thus we have that
Hi(u)(x
−
j,0)
mjv+ =
mj∑
r=0
(x−j,0)
r[Hi(u), x
−
j,0](x
−
j,0)
mj−r−1v+ + (x−j,0)
mjHi(u)v
+
= ln
(Pj(u− di2 + di)
Pj(u−
di
2
)
)
(x−j,0)
mjv+ + ln
(Pi(u+ di)
Pi(u)
)
(x−j,0)
mjv+
= ln
(Pj(u− di2 + di)
Pj(u−
di
2
)
·
Pi(u+ di)
Pi(u)
)
(x−j,0)
mjv+.
Recall that
(
Tj(P )
)
i
(u) = Pi(u)Pj(u−
di
2
). So
hi(u)(x
−
j,0)
mjv+ =
Pj(u−
di
2
+ di)
Pj(u−
di
2
)
·
Pi(u+ di)
Pi(u)
(x−j,0)
mjv+ =
(
Tj(P )
)
i
(u+ di)(
Tj(P )
)
i
(u)
(x−j,0)
mjv+,
i.e., µi,w(u) =
(
Tw(P )
)
i
(u+di)(
Tw(P )
)
i
(u)
.
Similar discussions can be carried on when aij = 0, −2 or −3. We omit the details.
Suppose l(w) = n ≥ 2 and w = skw
′ with l(w′) = n − 1. Note that Tw = TkTw′,
Tw(π) = Tk
(
Tw′(π)
)
and vw(λpi) = (x
−
k,0)
mkvw′(λpi) for some mk ∈ Z≥0. This proof is
almost the same as the above paragraphs by replacing v+ by vw′(λpi). By induction,
this completes the proof of this proposition.
Remark 4.6. Suppose that
(
Tσj (π)
)
rj
(u) =
n∏
r=1
mr−1∏
sr=0
(
u− (ar + sr)
)
. Since one need
to normalize the generators of Yrj to satisfy the defining relations of Y (sl2), the
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associated polynomial of Yrj
(
vσj(λpi(m) )
)
as a Y (sl2)-module is
n∏
r=1
mr−1∏
sr=0
(u − ar+sr
di
),
which is denoted by
(
T˜w(π)
)
rj
.
Before showing the main theorem of this paper, we need the following lemma first.
Lemma 4.7 (Lemma 4.3, [5]). Let V be an finite-dimensional irreducible represen-
tation of Y (g) with highest weight vector v+, and let t be a diagram subalgebra of g.
Then Y (t)-subrepresentation of V generated by v+ is irreducible.
From now on, we assume sr1sr2 . . . srp is a reduced expression of the longest ele-
ment w0 ∈ W.
Theorem 4.8. Let π(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, be l-tuples of polynomials in u and V (π(i)) be the
finite-dimensional irreducible representations of Y (g) whose Drinfeld polynomials are
π(i). The ordered tensor product L = V (π(1)) ⊗ V (π(2)) ⊗ . . . ⊗ V (π(k)) is a highest
weight representation if the polynomial ˜
(
Tσj (π
(m))
)
rj
is in general position with respect
to (π˜(n))rj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ p and 1 ≤ m < n ≤ k.
Proof. Let v+m be the highest weight vector of V (π
(m)) and let v−1 be the lowest weight
vector of V (π(1)). Recall that Yrj
(
vσj(λpi(m) )
)
is a highest weight representation of
Y (sl2). Thus Q :=
(
˜Tw(π(m))
)
rj
is a polynomial.
We prove this theorem by induction on k. For k = 1, L = V (π(1)) is irreducible
and hence it is a highest weight representation. We assume that the claim is true for
all positive integers less than or equal to k− 1 (k ≥ 2). By the induction hypothesis,
V (π(2))⊗. . .⊗V (π(k)) is a highest weight representation of Y (g) and its highest weight
vector is v+ = v+2 ⊗ . . .⊗ v
+
k . To show that L is a highest weight representation, it
suffices to show v−1 ⊗ v
+ ∈ Y (g)
(
v+1 ⊗ v
+
)
by Lemma 2.5.
We first show that
Yrj
(
vσj(λpi(1) )
)
⊗ Yrj
(
v+2
)
⊗ . . .⊗ Yrj
(
v+k
)
= Yrj
(
vσj(λpi(1) ) ⊗ v
+
2 ⊗ . . .⊗ v
+
k
)
.
For 2 ≤ n ≤ k, as Y (sl2) module, Yrj(v
+
n ) is isomorphic to V
((
π˜(n)
)
rj
)
by Lemma
4.7. Since the polynomial Q is in general position with respect to (π˜(n))rj , W (Q) ⊗
Yrj
(
v+2
)
⊗ . . .⊗ Yrj
(
v+k
)
is a highest weight representation of Y (sl2) by Lemma 2.7.
Hence its quotient Yrj
(
vσj(λpi(1) )
)
⊗Yrj
(
v+2
)
⊗. . .⊗Yrj
(
v+k
)
is a highest weight module
of Yrj with highest weight vector vσj(λpi(1) ) ⊗ v
+
2 ⊗ . . .⊗ v
+
k . Thus
Yrj
(
vσj(λpi(1) ) ⊗ v
+
2 ⊗ . . .⊗ v
+
k
)
⊇ Yrj
(
vσj(λpi(1) )
)
⊗ Yrj
(
v+2
)
⊗ . . .⊗ Yrj
(
v+k
)
.
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Since Y annihilates vσj(λpi(1) ) ⊗ v
+
2 ⊗ . . .⊗ v
+
k , by Proposition 2.3 that
∆Y (g)(x)
(
vσj(λpi(1) ) ⊗ v
+
2 ⊗ . . .⊗ v
+
k
)
= ∆Y (sl2)(x)
(
vσj(λpi(1) ) ⊗ v
+
2 ⊗ . . .⊗ v
+
k
)
,
where x ∈ Yrj . Then it is easy to see that
Yrj
(
vσj(λpi(1) ) ⊗ v
+
2 ⊗ . . .⊗ v
+
k
)
⊆ Yrj
(
vσj(λpi(1) )
)
⊗ Yrj
(
v+2
)
⊗ . . .⊗ Yrj
(
v+k
)
.
Therefore the claim is true.
Since vσj−1(λpi(1) ) ⊗ v
+ = (x−rj ,0)
mjvσj(λpi(1) ) ⊗ v
+ ∈ Yrj
(
vσj(λpi)
)
⊗ Yrj (v
+), we have
vσj−1(λpi) ⊗ v
+ ∈ Yrj
(
vσj(λ
pi(1)
) ⊗ v
+
)
. By downward induction on the subscript j of
vσj(λpi), v
−
1 ⊗ v
+ ∈ Y (g)
(
v+1 ⊗ v
+
)
. By Lemma 2.5, L = Y (g)
(
v+1 ⊗ v
+
)
is a highest
weight representation.
5 The cyclicity condition made explicit
With a specific reduced expression of w0, one can compute explicitly the polyno-
mial
(
Trj+1Trj+2 . . . Trp(π
(m))
)
rj
via the braid group action defined in Section 3. Then
a cyclicity condition for the tensor product L can be obtained immediately by using
Theorem 4.8. In this section, we provide a finite set of numbers at which a tensor
product of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules may fail to be cyclic. At the end of this
section, we give the structure of local Weyl modules when g is either of type E or of
type F .
When the simple Lie algebra g is classical, let the nodes of the Dynkin diagram
of g be numbered as in [2] and use the reduced expression of w0 therein. When g is
exceptional, the nodes of the Dynkin diagram of the exceptional simple Lie algebras
g be numbered as following.
E6: ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦
1 3 4 5 6
2
; E7: ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦
1 3 4 5 6 7
2
;
E8: ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦
1 3 4 5 6 7 8
2
; F4: +3◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
1 2 3 4
; G2:
✹
✡◦ ◦
1 2
.
One reduced expression for the longest element w0 is listed as follows.
(a) E6: u6 = s1s2s3s1s4s2s3s1s4s3s5s4s2s3s1s4s3s5s4s2s6s5s4s2s3s1s4s3s5s4s2s6s5s4s3s1.
(b) E7: u7 = u6s7s6s5s4s2s3s1s4s3s5s4s2s6s5s4s3s1s7s6s5s4s2s3s4s5s6s7.
(c) E8: u7s8s7s6s5s4s2s3s1s4s3s5s4s2s6s5s4s3s1s7s6s5s4s2s3s4s5s6s7s8s7s6s5s4s2s3s1
× s4s3s5s4s2s6s5s4s3s1s7s6s5s4s2s3s4s5s6s7s8.
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(d) F4: s1s2s1s3s2s1s3s2s3s4s3s2s1s3s2s3s4s3s2s1s3s2s3s4.
(e) G2: s2s1s2s1s2s1.
Note that it is enough to consider the case when the number of tensor factors
is 2. We first compute a finite set of numbers at which V
(
π
(b1)
a1,1
)
⊗ V
(
π
(b2)
a2,1
)
=
Va1(ωb1)⊗ Va2(ωb2) may fail to be cyclic. Set {a, b..c} = {a, b, b + 1 . . . , c− 1, c} and
{a..bˆ..c} = {a..b−1}
⋃
{b+1..c}. We omit the detailed computations for the following
lemma because the computations is rudimental. In Cases 5, 6 and 7, S(b1, b2) =
S(b2, b1), so we omit the redundant sets.
Lemma 5.1. Let L = Va1(ωb1) ⊗ Va2(ωb2) be an ordered tensor product of funda-
mental representations of Y (g). If a2 − a1 /∈ S (b1, b2), then L is a highest weight
representation of Y (g), where the set S (b1, b2) is defined as follows:
1. When g = sll+1, S (b1, b2) =
{
|b2−b1|
2
+ k|1 ≤ k ≤ min {b1, l − b2 + 1}
}
.
2. When g = so(2l + 1,C),
(a) S (b1, b2) = {|b1 − b2|+ 2 + 2r, 2l − (b1 + b2) + 1 + 2r}, where 1 ≤ b1, b2 ≤
l − 1 and 0 ≤ r < min{b1, b2};
(b) S (l, b2) = {l − b2 + 2 + 2r|0 ≤ r < b2, 1 ≤ b2 ≤ l − 1};
(c) S (b1, l) = {l − b1 + 1 + r, l − b1 + r|0 ≤ r < b1, 1 ≤ b1 ≤ l − 1};
(d) S (l, l) = {1, 3, . . . , 2l − 1}.
3. When g = sp(2l,C),
(a) S (b1, b2) =
{
|b1−b2|
2
+ 1 + r, l + 2 + r − b1+b2
2
|0 ≤ r < min{b1, b2}
}
, where
1 ≤ b1, b2 ≤ l − 1;
(b) S (l, b2) =
{
l−b2+1
2
+ 1 + r, l−b2−1
2
+ 1 + r|0 ≤ r < b2, 1 ≤ b2 ≤ l − 1
}
;
(c) S (b1, l) =
{
l−b1+1
2
+ 2 + r|0 ≤ r < b1, 1 ≤ b1 ≤ l − 1
}
;
(d) S (l, l) = {2, 3, . . . , l + 1}.
4. When g = so(2l,C),
(a) S (b1, b2) = {
|b1−b2|
2
+ 1 + r, l + r − b1+b2
2
}, where 1 ≤ b1, b2 ≤ l − 2 and
0 ≤ r < min{b1, b2};
(b) S (l − 1, b2) = S (l, b2) = S (b2, l − 1) = S (b2, l) ={
l−1−b2
2
+ 1 + r|0 ≤ r < b2, 1 ≤ b2 ≤ l − 2
}
;
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(c) S (l − 1, l) = S (l, l − 1) =
{
2, 4, . . . , l − 2 + l
}
, where l = 0 if l is even
and let l = 1 if l is odd;
(d) S (l − 1, l − 1) = S (l, l) =
{
1, 3, . . . , l − 1− l
}
.
5. When g = E6,
S(1, 1) = {1, 4} S(1, 2) = {5
2
, 9
2
} S(1, 3) = {3
2
, 7
2
, 9
2
}
S(1, 4) = {2, 3, 4, 5} S(1, 5) = {5
2
, 7
2
, 11
2
} S(1, 6) = {3, 6}
S(2, 2) = {1, 3, 4, 6} S(2, 3) = {2, 3, 4, 5} S(2, 4) = {3
2
, 5
2
, 7
2
, 9
2
, 11
2
}
S(2, 5) = {2, 3, 4, 5} S(2, 6) = {5
2
, 9
2
} S(3, 3) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
S(3, 4) = {3
2
, 5
2
, 7
2
, 9
2
, 11
2
} S(3, 5) = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} S(3, 6) = {5
2
, 7
2
, 11
2
}
S(4, 4) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} S(4, 5) = {3
2
, 5
2
, 7
2
, 9
2
, 11
2
} S(4, 6) = {2, 3, 4, 5}
S(5, 5) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} S(5, 6) = {3
2
, 7
2
, 9
2
} S(6, 6) = {1, 4}.
6. When g = E7,
S(1, 1) = {1, 4, 6, 9}, S(1, 2) = {5
2
, 9
2
, 11
2
, 15
2
}, S(1, 3) = {3
2
, 7
2
..13
2
, 17
2
},
S(1, 4) = {2..8}, S(1, 5) = {5
2
..15
2
}, S(1, 6) = {3, 4, 6, 7},
S(1, 7) = {7
2
, 13
2
}, S(2, 2) = {1, 3..7, 9}, S(2, 3) = {2..8},
S(2, 4) = {3
2
..17
2
}, S(2, 5) = {2..8}, S(2, 6) = {5
2
..15
2
},
S(2, 7) = {3, 5, 7}, S(3, 3) = {1..9}, S(3, 4) = {3
2
..17
2
},
S(3, 5) = {2..8}, S(3, 6) = {5
2
..15
2
}, S(3, 7) = {3, 4, 6, 7},
S(4, 4) = {1..9}, S(4, 5) = {3
2
, ..17
2
}, S(4, 6) = {2..8},
S(4, 7) = {5
2
..15
2
}, S(5, 5) = {1..9}, S(5, 6) = {3
2
..17
2
},
S(5, 7) = {2, 4, 5, 6, 8}, S(6, 6) = {1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9}, S(6, 7) = {3
2
, 9
2
, 11
2
, 17
2
},
S(7, 7) = {1, 5, 9}.
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7. When g = E8,
S(1, 1) = {1, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15}, S(1, 2) = {5
2
.. 7ˆ
2
.. 2ˆ5
2
..27
2
},
S(1, 3) = {3
2
.. 2ˆ7
2
..29
2
}, S(1, 4) = {2..14},
S(1, 5) = {5
2
..27
2
}, S(1, 6) = {3..13},
S(1, 7) = {7
2
.. 1ˆ1
2
.. 2ˆ1
2
..25
2
}, S(1, 8) = {4, 7, 9, 12},
S(2, 2) = {1..2ˆ..1ˆ4..15}, S(2, 3) = {2..14},
S(2, 4) = {3
2
..29
2
}, S(2, 5) = {2..14},
S(2, 6) = {5
2
..27
2
}, S(2, 7) = {3..13},
S(2, 8) = {7
2
, 11
2
, 15
2
, 17
2
, 21
2
, 25
2
}, S(3, 3) = {1..15},
S(3, 4) = {3
2
..29
2
}, S(3, 5) = {2..14},
S(3, 6) = {5
2
..27
2
}, S(3, 7) = {3..13},
S(3, 8) = {7
2
.. 1ˆ1
2
.. 2ˆ1
2
..25
2
}, S(4, 4) = {1..15},
S(4, 5) = {3
2
..29
2
}, S(4, 6) = {2..14},
S(4, 7) = {5
2
..27
2
}, S(4, 8) = {3..13},
S(5, 5) = {1..15}, S(5, 6) = {3
2
..29
2
},
S(5, 7) = {2..14}, S(5, 8) = {5
2
.. 7ˆ
2
.. 2ˆ5
2
..27
2
},
S(6, 6) = {1..15}, S(6, 7) = {3
2
, 7ˆ
2
.. 1ˆ5
2
.. 2ˆ5
2
..29
2
},
S(6, 8) = {2, 5..8ˆ..11, 14}, S(7, 7) = {1, 2, 5..8ˆ..11, 14, 15},
S(7, 8) = {3
2
, 11
2
, 13
2
, 19
2
, 21
2
, 29
2
}, S(8, 8) = {1, 6, 10, 15}.
8. When g = F4,
S(1, 1) = {1, 4, 5, 8}, S(1, 2) = {2..7}, S(1, 3) = {2..7},
S(1, 4) = {5
2
, 7
2
, 11
2
, 13
2
}, S(2, 1) = S(1, 2), S(2, 2) = {1..8},
S(2, 3) = {1..8}, S(2, 4) = {3
2
..15
2
}, S(3, 1) = {3, 4, 6, 7},
S(3, 2) = {2..4ˆ..8}, S(3, 3) = {1..9}, S(3, 4) = {3
2
.. 5ˆ
2
.. 1ˆ5
2
..17
2
},
S(4, 1) = {7
2
, 13
2
}, S(4, 2) = {5
2
, 9
2
, 11
2
, 15
2
}, S(4, 3) = S(3, 4)
S(4, 4) = {1, 4, 6, 9}.
9. When g = G2,
S(1, 1) = {3, 4, 5, 6}, S(1, 2) = {1
2
, 3
2
, 5
2
, 7
2
, 9
2
},
S(2, 1) = {9
2
, 13
2
}, S(2, 2) = {1, 3, 4, 6}.
Let S = {a1, . . . , an}. Define S + r = {a1 + r, . . . , an + r}.
Proposition 5.2. An ordered tensor product L = V
(
π
(b1)
a1,m1
)
⊗V
(
π
(b2)
a2,m2
)
is a highest
weight representation if a2 − a1 /∈
m2−1⋃
s=0
(m1−1⋃
r=0
(
S(b1, b2)− s + r
))
, where S(b1, b2) is
defined as in Lemma 5.1.
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Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that Tw
(
π
(b1)
a1,m1
)
=
m1−1∏
r=0
Tw
(
π
(b1)
a1+r,1
)
. It is easy
to see that
˜(
Tw
(
π
(b1)
a1,m1
))
b2
is in general position with respect to
˜(
π
(b2)
a2,m2
)
b2
if and only
if for each 0 ≤ r ≤ m1− 1 and 0 ≤ s ≤ m2− 1,
˜(
Tw
(
π
(b1)
a1+r,1
))
b2
is in general position
with respect to
˜(
π
(b2)
a2+s,1
)
b2
. By the Lemma 5.1, (a2 + s)− (a1 + r) /∈ S(b1, b2), which
is equivalent to a2 − a1 /∈
m2−1⋃
s=0
(m1−1⋃
r=0
(
S(b1, b2)− s+ r
))
.
Note that the dimension of the local Weyl module W (ωi) for the current algebra
g[t] and that of local Weyl module W (πi,a) for Y (g) are the same. It follows from
Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 3.7 in [16] that
Theorem 5.3. Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra. Let π =
(
π1(u), . . . , πl(u)
)
,
where πi (u) =
mi∏
j=1
(u− ai,j). Let S be the multiset of the roots of these polynomials.
Let a1 = ai,j be one of the numbers in S with the maximal real part and let b1 = i.
Inductively, let ar = as,t (r ≥ 2) be one of the numbers in S \ {a1, . . . , ar−1} (r ≥ 2)
with the maximal real part and br = s. Let k = m1+ . . .+ml. Then the ordered tensor
product L = Va1(ωb1)⊗ Va2(ωb2)⊗ . . .⊗ Vak(ωbk) is a highest weight representation of
Y (g), and its associated polynomial is π. Moreover, the local Weyl module W (π) is
isomorphic to L.
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